Collaborative use of Sixth Sense Device, Blue Brain and Swarm Intelligence for Performing Joint Actions

Abstract

Around the globe, scientists and researchers are discovering new methodologies and techniques to download the data stored in the brain of a dead person for its further utilization. After the clinical death of the body, the scientists would use intelligence of any person in the form of blue brain which is also called as virtual or artificial brain that works actively when inserted as robotics machine. The paper presents the synergetic interaction between man and machine having master-slave relationship where a man act as a master and nano-robot act as slave. The nano-robot uses sixth sense technology device for mind mapping utilizing blue brain with swarm intelligence. The benefit to utilize swarm intelligence is to provide social interactions with the environment and utilizing the blue brain benefits for restoration of knowledge, memory and past experiences of a person for the further development of society. The collaboration between man and machine intelligence leads to achieve a smart or intelligent joint action for developing projects in any industry or daily life works.
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